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About This Game

Wild Glory features quick matches, where the gladiator who claims most of the Coliseum crowd becomes the acclaimed
Champion! Use several types of weapons, such as bombs, lions, force fields, and even the thunder hammer!

  It is great to think that the more the better, and because of that you can play with up to EIGHT FRIENDS! This local party
game also features Gladius Bots, if you need them.
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> Game Modes

  - CLASSIC ARENA
  Classic Arena is the main game mode, where you fight with other players to conquer the crowd. As the crowd gets excited,

they will drop items and even release lions in the arena!

   - LION ATTACK
  Survive endless waves of ferocious lions and evil gladiators with your friends in this coop game mode. Fight to get better items

and try to get as far as you can!

   - SHARP SHOOTER
  Sharp Shooter has no real reason to be named like this, but in this game mode, you will find raw fights! Finishing your

opponents will lead you to worse weapons, and the first one to pass through all weapons wins the battle!

  - EXPLOSIVE SOCCER
  In explosive soccer, attacks are not effective at all, but bombs are always unstoppable! Collect snowballs to freeze players and

hit the bomb to explode other gladiators!

  - HAMMER FLAG
  In Hammer Flag, you can hold the Golden Flag to collect coins over time, or you can DESTROY other players and STEAL

THEIR GOLD! At the end of the match, the gladiator who collected more coins becomes the… Coin Champion!
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Title: Wild Glory
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Manalith Studios
Publisher:
LAJE Studio
Release Date: 8 Mar, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: Intel Core 2 Quad Q9650

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512MB Video Memory

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 128 MB available space

English
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The original is amazing, and this remake\/reboot is incredible. She's an extremely talented dev and deserves every bit of praise
that she can possibly get. \u2665 Keep up the amazing work!. One of the best VN i've read.
It's not boring like other VN, and the story is very interesting, even when it's just showing the normal life it's still fun, and when
the gore comes out it's gold. I really recommend this VN if you're not a hero of justice kind of guy. It's nice, but I wish you guys
went more regal and classical with the Polish paints like you did the Russian ones.. For a small and quick shader IDE that isn't
part of a large integrated tool like UnrealEngine, ShaderTool can't really be beat. It's got a very pleasant to use node graph
interface with real-time previews as well as a nice text editor for writing shader code, with syntax highlighting. The latest
version brings some nice user interface refinements like when adding new nodes, they are shown as icons and the ability to
modulate node\/shader inputs via mouse or by sound input (from wav\/ogg\/mp3) which makes for some fun experimentation..
Worthless DLC ever... lucky enough it's included in the Thief Collection bundle... I wouldn't bother to touch other booster
pack... seriously.... Did not enjoy one bit. I was hoping for puzzles, and instead got mazes with utterly incomprehensible
objectives and graphics that gave me a headache. Platforming parts were ruined by weird jump physics that made it very
difficult to gauge how far I could or could not jump. Thoroughly disappointed.. Keep in mind this whole review is based on the
current state that this game is in...

I mean none of this review in a hateful or overly negative way so don't take it to heart. This review is from the heart and as
honest as I can be.

It is a mess. Little to no effort on a lot of the art assets, no polish whatsoever in the gameplay, and a tutorial that may as well not
exist. These are the defining features of the game. I've spoken to the developer and so I know a bit more than most might about
the game but I'm putting that aside and reviewing this based on what I learned while playing.

In the 8 minutes that I played this I finished the tutorial 3 times and got 5 game overs.

I don't generally buy games that I think aren't good in the first place but I decided to purchase is partially to support a friend. $2
isn't enough money for me to get mad over so I won't refund it but I certainly would be unhappy if I purchased this game
expecting anything more than an executable.

All that being said, the dev has said he is working on improving the game and adding a lot more to it. If that is the case and the
game improves, I'll update my review.

THIS SHOULD BE IN EARLY ACCESS IN THE GAMES CURRENT STATE.
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Don't get this. Uses a lot of system resources!. Kudos to Richard Bang for composing this awesome soundtrack to his own game.
Kudos to Lin Bang for writing the greatest wacky dialogue (I guess there are direct quotations from Richard's IRL alter ego) in a
video game ever. :)
Cheers!

P.S.
Lin, tell me, honestly, is Eggloot your alter ego? (:. Got pretty caught up in playing this after I was selected to play the beta.
Really fun game, and the developer is actively working on bug fixes and new features!. Really easy going game, good nostalgic
feeling from DX ball. Worth the cents.. Such an intriguing story

some of the puzzles are near impossible without the walk-through though.

but its worth it. VALVE'S FIRST ACCURATELY DEAD CONFIRM GAME
F**K ME WHY I BUY THIS DIGITAL TRASH. its better on the phone but not bad a good way to waist time tho. Wouldnt pay
full price I would recommend to get it on sale it has trading cards . nothing really fancy but it is good for young kids. Time
killer.. The server browsing is broken, but you can invite your friends, and the game is great, even if you don't have enough
audible feedback on when you get hit, or when you move, everything is quite well-balanced, despite the exploit allowing infinite
multiplayer respawn. Manoeuverability is excellent, and controls are crisp, git gud or get rekt. Music might be a tad repetitive
after a while, but is mostly OK. Trying different ship builds is a lot of fun, and bosses are no joke. Some might say it's not the
prettiest game out there, but you don't need a PC from 2033 to run it, and appearances are for shallow people. I bought a 4-pack
for my friends, and I'm about to buy another one. This probably is one of the best early access games ever.. After all I have
endured and gathered from the initial games this takes them all away and adds a very frustrating prison escape as well. Whats
the point of getting artifacts in the last minute after defeating eredar, collecting all the lore books getting 50 mobs in the book
when you loose it all and then getting beaten up by tedeous thugs just because you have nothing at all. no thanks. Really nice
game, and nice developer too.

The gameplay is simple but well developed. It has a micro component (commanding your tribe across the land) and a macro
component (plan ahead the amount of food you'll use and people you'll need).

You learn by trying and losing, and although guides would come in handy, you're intended to figure out the mechanincs by
yourself (and the author won't spoil you much about how to deal with X or Y), so bear that in mind. I'm not a smart player when
it comes to trial and error; I find the lack of guides about game mechanics a bit frustratig but hey, it's completely fair.

Very good game, recommended.
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